discovering the ocean from space

Some travelers are discovering the ocean’s vast, yet often secretive, world of biofluorescence—a seascape where fish glow in lime-green patterns, corals sway in neon hues, and shimmering see the ocean’s glow-in-the-dark world on a fluorescent night dive

Harvard astronomer Avi Loeb thinks alien technology could be on the ocean floor. And if he finds anything with buttons on it, he would very much like to press those buttons.

An exoplanet just 100 light-years from Earth appears to be the best candidate yet for a sloshy, water-covered ocean world.

we just found a ‘super-earth’ that could be an ocean-covered water world

Enceladus was discovered on August 28, 1789 by British astronomer William Herschel, more popular for discovering the planet were being supplied by a global ocean inside the moon.

enceladus and its endless secrets

Astronomers have discovered a nearby exoplanet that may prove to be the first such world covered in water. TOI-1452 b is an exoplanet slightly larger and more massive than Earth about 100 light years

astronomers find new, nearby planet that is entirely covered in water

Scientists have discovered a beautiful ocean world only 100 light-years away from Earth, and it could be perfect for supporting life.

scientists discovered a beautiful ocean world 100 light-years from earth

(CNN)Hundreds of feet below the ocean’s surface, somewhere between the dark ocean floor and the bright blue shallows, lies the twilight zone. It’s a world of the unknown, but in some tropical and

in the ocean’s twilight zone, this diver is discovering vibrant new species

Over the last decade, researchers have learned a lot about the polar night—discovering everything from to

seabirds that dive into the pitch-black ocean to feast on bioluminescent plankton

some travelers are discovering the ocean’s vast, yet often secretive, world of biofluorescence—a seascape where fish glow in lime-green patterns, corals sway in neon hues, and shimmering

see the ocean’s glow-in-the-dark world on a fluorescent night dive

Harvard astronomer Avi Loeb thinks alien technology could be on the ocean floor. And if he finds anything with buttons on it, he would very much like to press those buttons.

an astronomer thinks alien tech could be on the ocean floor. not everyone agrees

An exoplanet just 100 light-years from Earth appears to be the best candidate yet for a sloshy, water-covered ocean world.

we just found a ‘super-earth’ that could be an ocean-covered water world

Enceladus was discovered on August 28, 1789 by British astronomer William Herschel, more popular for discovering the planet were being supplied by a global ocean inside the moon.
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astronomers find new, nearby planet that is entirely covered in water

Scientists have discovered a beautiful ocean world only 100 light-years away from Earth, and it could be perfect for supporting life.
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in the ocean’s twilight zone, this diver is discovering vibrant new species

Over the last decade, researchers have learned a lot about the polar night—discovering everything from to

arctic mercury levels drop during the depths of the winter

NASA’s 30-story Space Launch System rocket will not fly next week and may return to the space agency’s massive Vehicle Assembly Building at Kennedy Space Center for troubleshooting. Engineers

nasa’s artemis 1 won’t even try another launch attempt for weeks

Scientists analyzed 573 kilograms of dry hard plastic debris that they collected with help from The Ocean Cleanup organization up in the patch - ultimately discovering that a plastic fragment

vast majority of infamous giant plastic ‘garbage patch’ of plastic floating in pacific ocean comes from japan and china - but us, south korea and taiwan are also to blame

Kathryn Sullivan shared some of her experiences on flights into space and trips to the depths of the ocean during a Newark Rotary meeting Tuesday afternoon. Sullivan, a geologist, oceanographer

former astronaut shares experiences in space, depths of ocean during newark rotary meeting

ice and in space. It shows that concentrations of the three most dominant greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide) reached new record highs, as has ocean warming and sea-level

2021 saw record sea levels and ocean warming and ‘huge swings’ in antarctic sea ice, latest climate report confirms

An inspiring story about a woman with no training who accomplishes amazing things make Erin Brockovich both a crowd pleaser and a good movie. In 1993, unemployed single mother of three Erin

peter coyote

Cryptocurrencies are a sort of decentralized, non-government-regulated digital money. Cryptocurrencies have a long history; in the 1980s, they were known as “cyber currencies.” With the release of